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Course Description
This course focuses on issues and practices regarding digitization of analog materials and preservation of digital materials, both digitized and born digital.

Course Goals
This course will acquaint students with best practices in digital preservation. Students will explore current questions and issues that archivists and digital curators are currently confronting, and provide students with an opportunity to embark upon digital preservation planning and policy development with relevant organizations.

Learning Outcomes
After completing the course, students should be able to:
  ● Identify and assess standards for digital preservation
  ● Assess and understand digital preservation policies and organizational structures to determine readiness for digital preservation projects
  ● Evaluate digital preservation strategies, methods, and tools and decide what may be appropriate for particular content types and user communities
  ● Locate resources for keeping up with rapid developments, standards, and tools for digital preservation
  ● Communicate with a variety of stakeholders about technical, social and policy issues related to digital preservation

Materials
This course does not have a textbook. Most readings are openly available on the web. A few journal articles will require you to find them through the University of Maryland Library’s database subscriptions.

Course Context
The historical record is increasingly digital. Over the last half century, under headings of “electronic records management” and “digital preservation,” librarians, archivists, and curators have established practices to ensure that our digital scientific, social and cultural record will be available to scholars and researchers.
into the future. This course is intended as a point of entry into that theory and practice.

Through years of leading collaborative national digital strategy efforts to ensure long-term access to digital content, I have observed that many experts in digital media and libraries, archives, and museums often end up talking past each other as they work toward their mutual goals. All too often, discussions of digital preservation fail to fully state and engage with the nature digital objects and media, thereby undermining our ability to fully do this work in a strategic or coherent fashion.

This failure of understanding is rooted in two key fundamental issues: First, that preservation itself is not a single area of activity, but has always been historically intertwined with distinct disciplines that have grappled with the affordances of various historically “new” mediums. Second, that there are distinct affordances of digital media that require rethinking those diverse perspectives on preservation and conservation. The central contribution of this course is to put the lineages of preservation in dialog with the affordances of digital media as basis to articulate a theory and craft of digital preservation.

The first section of the course considers the history of preservation in a range of areas (archives, manuscripts, recorded sound, etc.) and sets that history in dialog with work in new media studies, platform studies, and media archeology. The later parts of the course build from this theoretical framework as a basis for an iterative process for the practices of digital preservation.

This course serves as both a basic introduction to the issues and practices of digital preservation and a theoretical framework for deliberately and intentionally approaching digital preservation as a field with multiple lineages.

**Reading, Blogging and Commenting Strategy**

As a graduate seminar, the expectation of this course is that we will work as a group of professionals or budding professionals to make sense of key issues and themes in our field. This course involves a significant amount of reading and writing. This section of the syllabus includes information about how to best succeed in this work.

**Read Purposefully and Strategically**

The seminar involves a lot of reading. If you haven’t already, you are going to need to learn to read strategically. You need to get what you need out of the book or article, this often does not require reading every word in an article or a book. For some suggestions on this see, [Miriam Sweeney’s How to Read for Grad School](#) or [Larry Cebula’s How to Read a Book in One Hour](#). Ultimately, learning to do this kind of reading is one of the most important skills you can pick up in graduate school.

**Course Blogging**
One of the objectives of this seminar is to develop and demonstrate professional communication skills. At this point in the profession, that means we need to engage in public writing on the web. To this end, a significant amount of our course communication is going to happen in a public course blog. On the first day of class I will show you how to use the blog. You are expected to post assignments to the blog. We will sign up for who writes about what on the first day of class.

These are blog posts, and as such they should not be written like term papers. Part of the goal of this approach is to become familiar with the genre and format of thoughtful blogging. You need to get in, say something interesting, synthesize some thoughts and get out. Ideally briefly summarize, synthesize and comment on readings and then end with an invitation to discussion. You should think of your posts as mixing the features of a well-composed academic book review and the well conceived blog post. Read this for a sense of the features of an academic book review. For notes on how to write blog posts see this post. Posts for a given week must be on the web at least four days before class (yes, if you want you can post it at 11:59 PM on that day).

Do not assume your reader has detailed knowledge of the things you are writing about. One of the goals of the blog is to invite interested third parties into a conversation with our course. If we are doing this right you can expect comments and dialog with historians, humanists, librarians, archivists, curators, and bloggers who are not participating in the course as students but who are participating in the public conversation we initiate through the blog.

**Your identity and the blog**

This is public so one of our first considerations is going to be personal identity. While this is a practical matter it is also, very directly, part of the subject matter of the course. I would encourage you to blog with your real name, it is a good idea for you to start building a web presence for yourself. It has even been suggested that in the emerging interdisciplinary field of digital humanities you can either "be online or be irrelevant." With that said, many people have good reasons not to use their real names on the web. With that in mind, if you are uncomfortable with sharing your name publicly, you should feel free to use a pseudonym or a handle. If there is a reason that you do not want to share your work on the web please send me an email or meet with me after class. I feel that this public dialog is an important course goal, but I will of course understand and accommodate anyone that needs a different arrangement. If at the end of the course you would like to continue blogging I will be happy to show you how we can pull all your posts out and into a new blog of your own. We will talk about this identity decision on the first class day.

**Keep the conversation going**

Posting is not the end of the assignment. After posting you need to foster the discussion you are initiating. When people comment you need to give substantive responses. Try to engage everyone who comments in some fashion and try to use
the comments to sustain a conversation you began at the end of your post. Do not hesitate to ask if you would like help with this process or want any advice about how to keep the conversation going.

**Commenting is also an assignment**

Beyond posting you are expected to contribute substantive comments to a minimum of 12 of your peers posts. Your comments should extend and contribute to the conversation. Good comments are an important genre unto themselves. [Profhacker's guidelines for comments](#) for a sense of the kind of comment ecosystem we are trying to produce. Along with that, see [this piece on how to write a great blog comment](#) for some suggestions on the format for comments. Comment early so that others have a chance to read them.

**The course blog is the required reading we write ourselves**

Beyond posting and commenting, everyone needs to read everything on the blog before class each week. This is the part of the course readings that we write ourselves and in all honesty, this is the most important springboard for our in-class discussions. The blog extends the function of classroom and it is essential that everyone follow and participate in it.

**General Course Blogging Assignments**

**Intro Blog Post (5 Points):** For your first post to the blog, introduce yourself and your interest in the course while also weaving in reflections on the readings of the week. Read everyone else’s posts and post a substantive comment on at least one other student’s post.

**Readings Blog Posts & Facilitating Discussion (20 Points): (Due 4 days before the sessions you sign up for)** On the first day of class, everyone will sign up for three weeks for which they will help facilitate discussion in class and/or through the course blog. The individuals who have signed on for a given week will (1) write a 600-1000 word blog post synthesizing and discussing key themes and issues in the course. The post is due the Sunday before the class. They will then come to class prepared to help facilitate the discussion of the readings. If the course week you sign up for is virtual, we will be hosting discussion entirely through the course blog so plan to spend an additional two hours over the course of that week engaging in discussion in the comments.

**Class Participation (throughout) (20 Points):** Come to class each session prepared. That means you have 1) read the readings 2) read all your classmates blog posts and 3) you have commented on at least one of those posts. In class, you need to be an active part of the discussion. You can miss up to one class session before it will begin to affect your grade. If you are going to miss class contact me in advance. In weeks where we have virtual class, you will need to plan on spending additional time commenting and engaging in discussion on the course blog. For those weeks,
plan to engage in extended asynchronous discussions of readings for at least two hours.

**Digital Preservation Consultant Project**

An academic understanding of the issues in digital preservation is necessary but not sufficient for professional digital preservation work. Digital preservation is fundamentally about making the best use of what are always limited resources to best support the mission of an organization. As such, to really learn how to do digital preservation you need to apply these concepts in the practical realities of an organizational context.

Aside from participating in discussion of the course readings through the course blog, the other course assignments will require you to act as a digital preservation consultant for a cultural heritage organization. For a variety of reasons I suggest this be a small institution. Below are the five assignments you must complete over the course of the semester as part of this project.

**1) Establish Partnership With Small Cultural Heritage Org (5 Points)**
Due September 15th

For most of the course assignments, you will need to find a small cultural heritage organization that you can work with as a digital preservation consultant. I have identified a list of organizations that are up for participating, but you are free to find other organizations as well. The key requirements here are that 1) they have consented to working with you 2) they have some set of digital content but 3) their collections are not so complex that you couldn’t possibly do the project. Example institutions include an independent organization (like a house museum, a community archive or library), a small department or subset of an institution (say the archives of a student newspaper or radio station, the special collections department at a public library, or the archives in a museum).

**Deliverable:** The output of this phase is to identify this organization and confirm that you have a commitment from them to participate. We will check in on this in class as we go, but by the date of this assignment you need to have confirmed participation of an organization that meets these requirements and have posted what organization you are working on in a list on the course website. On the site, post the name of the organization, your name (or handle) and two or three sentences about the organization and its digital content.

**2) Institutional Digital Preservation Survey and Report (20 Points)**
Draft by October 6th to your org. Incorporate comments and publish by October 27th
For your organization, interview one or two staff members to get a handle on their digital collections and practices. Draw from the NSDA levels of preservation as an overall framework for conducting your survey. You will want to focus on gathering information about their practices in five key areas.

- First, what is the scope of their digital holdings?
- Second, how is that digital content currently being managed?
- Third, what are the staff at the organization’s perceptions of the state of their digital content (are they concerned about it, do they see it as mission critical or a nice to have, what do they see as their own self efficacy and their organization’s capacity for sustaining their content)?
- Forth, what kinds of digital content would the organization like to be collecting but currently isn’t?
- Fifth, what, if any resources, do they have that they could bring to bear on this problem (if they have some significant potential resources that’s great, but realize that there may well be very meaningful smaller resources that could be brought to bear. For example, could one staff member spend 2-4 hrs a week on digital preservation, could they bring in community volunteers, how much could they spend on things like extra hard drives etc.) Throughout all of this, it will be important to understand what the organization’s collecting mission is. You want to begin to probe all the questions above, but you need to be able to map their answers to the NDSA levels.

**Deliverable:** You will write and publish a post to the course blog (1200-3000 words) in which you present the findings of your survey. The post should first provide context, what is this organization what are its digital holdings what does it want to be collecting them. From there, work through presenting an accurate and coherent report of the themes and issues that came through in your interviews. At this point you are primarily interested in accurately representing the state of their work. Do not get into making recommendations. Simply do your best to succinctly and coherently explain what you found about the five areas of questioning discussed above. Before publishing this, you must present it to your org for their feedback to make sure you have their input on how you are describing the state of their work.

(3) Institutional Digital Preservation Next Steps Preservation Plan (20 Points)  
Due Nov 10th

Now that you have the results of your survey, it is time to take out the NDSA levels of digital preservation and the rest of our course readings and figure out what a practical set of next steps would be for your organization.

**Deliverable:** Post your next steps plan to the course blog (1200-3000 words). After a brief introduction providing context about the organization and its collections, you should work through reviewing the organization’s current work on digital content using each of the areas of the NDSA levels of digital preservation. Complete by identifying three different levels (low, medium and high resource requirement) of
next steps they could take to improve their rating on the NDSA levels of digital preservation. Be creative here, for example could they upload collection items to the Internet Archive or Wikimedia Commons? Or could they buy an extra hard drive and make copies and swap it with a backup buddy at another organization in a different region of the country, etc. The point here is to think about how to get them the furthest up some of the levels with the resources at hand. Before publishing this, you should present it to your organization for them to review and provide input.

(4) Draft a Digital Preservation Policy for Your Org (10 Points)
Due Nov 17th

Now that you have put in place a set of recommendations, it is important to also draft up a set of digital preservation policies and practices for the organization. If this is to have any impact you are going to need to be able to articulate what the organization’s policies could be going forward.

**Deliverable:** Drawing on the example digital preservation policies we read in class, draft up a short policy document for your institution tuned to what you have learned from working with them. Draw from the examples for models for aspects of this document. Share it with them for some input and feedback. Then Post it to the blog (800-1500 words).

(5) Reflecting on Lessons Learned (10 Points)
Due Dec 8th

After doing this work, presenting it, and getting feedback from your organization, you need think through what worked and didn’t work for the project. Taking time for reflection and teasing out the lessons you’ve learned about both digital preservation and working with a cultural heritage organization.

**Deliverable:** Return to each of the documents you created thus far and synthesize 3-5 points about what did or didn’t work or what your take away lessons are from this process. Think through what you will do differently the next time you help an organization improve its digital preservation practices. Bring in references to what you’ve learned from readings in the course and from what you have learned from your classmates work on their projects (800-1400 words).
Getting Beyond Digital Hyperbole (Sep 1st)
Among the public, there is a persistent belief that if something is on the Internet, it will be around forever. At the same time, warnings of a potential impending “digital dark age,” where records of the recent past become completely lost or inaccessible appear with regular frequency in the popular press as well. To many, it seems like the world needs someone to design a system that can “solve” the problem of digital preservation. The wisdom of the cohort of digital preservation practitioners in libraries, archives, and museums who have been doing this work for half a century suggests this is an illusory dream not worth chasing. Working to ensure long-term access to digital information is not a problem for a tool to solve. It is a complex field with a significant ethical dimension.

In class activities

- Introductions
- Review the Syllabus
- Read readings and discuss
- Sign up for which weeks you will blog
- Create your account for the course blog

Readings:


Further reading

The Fundamentals of Digital Preservation (Sep 8th)

The whole course is about digital preservation, but this class is about getting everyone on the same page with the key information needed to really get started with your course project. Pay particularly close attention to the NDSA levels of digital preservation as this will be the basis of the work you do on your project. It’s important to learn the OAIS vocabulary to be able to talk digital preservation jargon.

In Class Activities

- This will be the first opportunities for you to start pinning down the organization you will work with for your project. So if you have that figured
- We will spend some time walking through each level and block in the NDSA levels to make sure that everyone leaves with a solid understanding of what they are and, to an extent, why it is arranged how it is.

Reading


Further reading

Section 1: Historicizing Preservation & Understanding Digital Info
With a basic understanding of digital preservation in hand, we can now step back a little bit and unpack two parts of the concept. It’s important to understand what preservation is, more importantly, all the different things that preservation can mean in different professional contexts. It’s also critical to understand what digital information is. So we will spend two weeks digging into these issues more deeply before returning to more practical issues.

Preservation’s Divergent Lineages (September 15th)
Interdisciplinary dialog about digital preservation often breaks down when an individual begins to protest “but that’s not preservation.” Preservation means a lot of different things in different contexts. Each of those contexts has a history. Those histories are tied up in the changing nature of the mediums and objects for which each conception of preservation and conservation was developed. All too often, discussions of digital preservation start by contrasting digital media to analog media. This contrast forces a series of false dichotomies. Understanding a bit about the divergent lineages of preservation helps to establish the range of competing notions at play in defining what is and isn’t preservation. This week we will read about some of these different lineages.

In Class Activities:
- We will finalize all of the organizations you are working on your project with. Come to class with your organization confirmed.
- We will spend some time mapping out key commonalities and differences between different disciplinary conceptions of preservation.

Readings:
Understanding Digital Objects (Sep 22nd)
Doing digital preservation requires a foundational understanding of the structure and nature of digital information and media. This week is intended to provide such a background by focusing on the nature of hard drives, digital formats, and source code.

In Class Activities
- We will collectively map out aspects of digital media and digital objects.

Readings
Section Two: Doing Digital Preservation

Preservation Intent, Authenticity & Selection (Sep 29th) Virtual

What is it about the thing you want to preserve that matters and what do you need to do to make sure it is there in the future? To many, this seems like a simple question. It is not. Too often we take for granted that there is a de facto answer to this question. However, as a result of the nested platform nature of digital information and the fact that most of what we care about is the meaning that can be made from collections of objects, it is critical to be deliberate about how we answer this question in any given situation. This is why digital preservation must be continually grounded in the articulation of preservation intent. In some cases, someone can clearly articulate this intent at the start of a project. But for most preservation projects it is often best to be purposeful and strategic around the preservation intention. This is particularly critical given that deciding what matters most about some set of material can lead to radically different approaches to preserving and describing it. These questions around intent and significance of material circle back to notions of what is authentic about it. So we will also spend a bit of time parsing out some related but distinct notions of authenticity.

Readings:


Further Reading:

**From Bit Preservation to Digital Preservation (Oct 6th, Virtual)**

Taking into account the challenges and opportunities of digital preservation, it is important to bracket the work into two different challenges: bit preservation and digital preservation. Bit preservation, ensuring authentic copies of digital objects, is the most pressing problem. Thankfully, it is a relatively straightforward problem for which there are a range of simple solutions. With that said, ensuring those authentic copies are interpretable, comprehensible and usable is far more challenging. Thankfully, this work of digital preservation is a much less time sensitive activity.

**Project Deadlines:**

- Institutional Digital Preservation Survey and Report drafted & submitted for review to your organization

**Readings:**


**Describing, Organizing & Arranging Digital Objects (Oct, 13th, Virtual)**

The story goes that shortly after the Library of Congress signed an agreement with Twitter to begin archiving all of the tweets, a cataloger asked “But who will catalog all those tweets?” The idea of describing billions of objects was dauntingly incompressible to those who lacked experience with the nature of digital media. Like most digital objects, tweets come with a massive amount of transactional metadata: timestamps, usernames, unique identifiers, links out to URLs on the web. Like most digital objects, the tweets can largely describe themselves. The usability of digital information will be largely dependent on how we organize, arrange, and describe it. Arranging and describing digital objects needs to conceptually shift to embrace the nature of digital media and to recognize a distinct transition which has occurred in terms of computability. Digital media continually generates massive amounts of metadata and because it is computable, it is also increasingly possible to process digital data to derive descriptive information and metadata. As a result, arranging and describing digital content should increasingly be focused on limited amounts of expert intervention in chunking and describing content in aggregate and leaving lower levels of description to the objects themselves.

**Readings**


Divergent, Multimodal & Ethical Access and Use (Oct 20th)
When a user in a research library asks to see a book in an obscure language a librarian will generally bring it out and let them look at it. That librarian may have no idea how to make sense of the text, but they know how to provide access to it and it is assumed that the researcher needs to come with the skills to make sense of it. At the most basic level, we can provide this kind of access to any digital objects we are preserving. The affordances of digital media open up significant potential for access and use of digital content. At the same time, our experience with commercial software can get in the way of letting others access digital content until one can provide a simple way for any user to double click on a digital object and have it “just work.” It is critical for us to get over the assumptions that are embedded in this mentality and embrace the divergent and multimodal nature of access that digital media present us with.

In Class Activities

● Half of our class will focus on discussing this week’s reading. But we will also back up and think through how each of the sections of work we have gone through in the last few weeks fit together with this work.

Readings


Section 3: Completing Digital Preservation Projects & Digital Preservation Policy

Fall Break (Oct 27th)
No class, but you need to get your survey and report published to the course blog before the date class would have happened if we were meeting.

Project Deadlines:
- Institutional Digital Preservation Survey and Report published to the course blog.

Your Work on Digital Preservation (Nov 3rd)
Come prepared to share out the status of your projects. Everyone will give a short 3 minute update on the status of and we will work together to talk through challenges and issues that are emerging in the process of doing this work.

Next Steps & Preservation & Collection Policy (Nov 10th)
A key theme that has come through our work in digital preservation this semester is that it is not primarily a technical issue. The rules and policies organizations put in place for both doing the work of digital preservation and collecting digital information are essential parts of doing the work of digital preservation. This week we will review and discuss some policy documents in this area as preparation for you to draft up policy documents for your organization to consider adopting.

In Class Activities
- Half of the class will focus on reviewing everyone’s next steps projects. Everyone will give a 5-minute presentation their suggestions for next steps for their cultural heritage organization.
- The other half of class will focus on discussion of digital preservation and digital collection development policy in preparation for your next project deliverable.

Project Deadlines:
- Institutional Digital Preservation Next Steps Preservation Plan due, publish to course blog.

Readings:


**Digital Preservation Policies Due Nov 17th Virtual**
This week everyone will present their digital preservation policy drafts. Given that policy reflects considerations from across every aspect of digital preservation this will be a natural place to return to many of the issues raised over the course of the semester.

**Project Deadlines:**
- Draft a Digital Preservation Policy for Your Org assignment due. Posted to the course blog the class session would have occurred. Read all the other students policies and engage in discussion on at least 4 other students posts

**No Class Holiday: Nov 24th**

**Reflections on Doing Digital Preservation (Dec 1st)**
Review your writing and reading for the course to date. Come to class with a set of three key things you will take away from the course going forward and one open question you want to pose to the rest of the class. This will serve to help you begin to put together your reflection post for the course.

**Wrap-up (Dec 8th Virtual )**

Project Deadlines
- Publish your reflection blog post. Engage in discussion with at least three other student’s reflection blog posts.
- Fill out your course evaluation